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                The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 12 detective fiction stories by Arthur Conan Doyle.  An inevitable collection of Adventure stories, without which our library would miss the action packed thriller moments of the world famous Sherlock Holmes. It is hard to believe Holmes is only a fictitious character, not a living man. Penn..
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                The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 12 detective stories by Conan Doyle. Missing race horse and dead Jockey. Holmes resolves the case of Silver Blaze by suspecting why the security dog was doing nothing on the day horse was reported to be missing.

Holmes detective skills resolve the case of The Yellow Face, mysterious killing of Ja..
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                The Phantom of the Opera

                
 by   Gaston Leroux 
The Phantom of the Opera is a Gothic novel by Gaston Leroux. Christine a girl who sings chorus in the Paris Opera house, hear and start talking with a heavenly voice. The voice belongs to Erik, a mentally disturbed musical genius and one of the architects of the opera house. In spite of his deformed face, he starts loving Christine. Meanwhile Chris..
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                The Return of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The death of the detective character Sherlock holmes in this series of collection forbids the author from publishing any more stories of his detective fiction works.

Sherlockian enthusiasts called the period of this novel as "The Great Hiatus", the stories happening 1891 to 94. Arthur Conan Doyle was put in intense pressure to revive his creatur..
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                The Hound of the Baskervilles

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
Conan's The Hound of the Baskervilles is the most terrifying and challenging case to Holmes investigation. Holmes had been informed as the crime being committed by supernatural powers.

Sir Charles Baskerville found dead due to a heart attack. To claim inheritance Sir Henry Baskerville travels from Canada. Before he starts, his shoes were st..
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                His Last Bow An Epilogue of Sherlock Holmes

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The title of this book might suggest the meaning that, this can be inevitable end to the great detective character created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Infact this could be the penultimate collection of Sherlock Holmes stories series books. There are eight stories in this collection.

"The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge", "The Adventure of the Red Cir..
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                Incredible Adventures

                
 by   Algernon Blackwood 
Incredible Adventures written by Algernon Blackwood is a series of novels and a short story. Though all of them are part of one book, there are no similarities with each other except the backgrounds of them are atmospheric.

The Regeneration of Lord Ernie is about a tutor who tries to breathe spirit into his ward after exposing him to a ceremony,..
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                Finding the Lost Treasure

                
 by   Helen M. Persons 
Finding the Lost Treasure is a detective fiction novel written by Helen M. Persons, an adventure and mystery novelist and the author of “The Mystery of Arnold Hall”. 
Excerpts from the first chapter. The lives of the children had been simple, happy ones, until the recent death of their father and mother, hardly three months apart. John W..
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